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The University of Montana in Missoula has received a one-year National Science 
Foundation grant of $28,900 to continue a study of the social organization of a Central 
American bird, the American Jacana. 
The research project, entitled "Patterns of Avian Organization," is under the 
dlr3ction of Dr. Donald A. Jenni, chairman and professor of the UM zoology department. 
Jennf, who has spent parts of seven summers In Costa Rica dating back to 1963 studying 
the Jacana, said, "The project is a study of the relationship between the social organization 
and the ecology of birds to learn why different species of birds have different social 
o~g 2 nizations and In what way their social organizations help them to survive under diverse 
ecological conditions. 
"The social organization of the Jacana has not been previously researched," Jenni 
said. "What makes the bird such an interesting subject is its polyandrous social 
arrangement. The female of the species claims more than one male as its mate. So what 
you have Is a situation where the male of the species sits on the nest and raises the young." 
The most interesting new development in the project, according to Jennl, is the 
discovery of a second region inhabited by the Jacana, which has a different set of climatic 
co~ ditlons to which the birds have adapted. 
"In the major study area," Jenni said, "120 inches of rain falls per year, and it's 
we i I spread out. In this region, females average 2.2 mates per breeding cycle. 
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.IJn the newly acquired second region, there is six months of drought and six months 
of plenty. Here females average I .7 mates per breeding season, and the whole reproductive 
cycle Is speeded up to fit the shorter breeding season. 
"What's so interesting is the tlexibi lity in social structure and breeding schedules 
this data shows. While the Jacana is a unique species, sometimes a scientist can gain an 
insight Into the common through the uncommon." 
Jenni said the NSF grant wi II allow him to continue researching the Jacana. "However, 
t~lnk some people have a misconception about how grant money works. It does not go into 
th(' pocket of the chief investigator as a reward for his ideas," Jennl explained. "Rather, 
the majority is spent on the salaries of supporting scientists and student research 
assistants. Many students are able to support themselves through their school years at 
the same time they 1 re I earning va I uab I e research ski I Is." 
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